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minister philip hammond says the "entire global system" of banks is "working
extremely well" following last year's brexit vote. bank executives and central

bankers have repeatedly warned of trouble if britain leaves the eu. critics have
said the language of the treasury, and its pro-remain allies, has become

disconnected with realities and risks. but in his latest interview, mr hammond said:
"i'm talking about a global system which is working extremely well." the finance

minister has been developing a narrative that there are no significant risks to the
uk economy if it leaves the eu next year, despite warnings from many experts that
it would trigger a financial crisis. it follows months of discussions with the bank of

england and the financial stability board, a global body that monitors financial
stability. in his interview with bbc radio 4's today programme, mr hammond - who
is standing in for theresa may while she is in washington - said "the economy looks
pretty healthy". he said this meant britain was "not being forced into drastic policy

actions to adjust to the exit". the chancellor also defended the government's
efforts to reform the system as they draw to an end. 'championed reforms' media

playback is unsupported on your device media caption philip hammond on the
reform agenda in the last year but he was less clear about the government's plans

for post-brexit relationships with the eu, leaving investors and economists to
wonder how close the uk would come to the negotiating table with the eu. "we will
of course as people leave the eu, engage with the new situation in the european

union, but in relation to the european union we have still got our wings clipped," he
said. the eu's chief brexit negotiator michel barnier has previously ruled out any

transitional deal after march 2019 - the date the uk leaves the eu. but mr
hammond said he was "optimistic" that britain and the eu would agree a trade deal

to continue existing arrangements during a transition period. media playback is
unsupported on your device media caption philip hammond, still in washington,

says the uk's economy is "pretty strong" 'paradigm-shifting' the chancellor's
comments have also been criticised by some for not acknowledging the impact of
the brexit vote on the economy, by not discussing the shortage of housing and by

staying silent on bank regulation.
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